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LaMMA (Environmental Modelling and Monitoring Laboratory for Sustainable Development) Consortium is the
regional Weather Service of Tuscany Region deputed to issue weather warnings to authority and public. One of the
main concerns is localized high impact events (e.g., thunderstorms causing flash floods, severe convective winds
gusts and large hail) that interest the region several times each year: their predictability is at the edge of the actual
numerical forecasting capability and of central interest for operational meteorological services.
The simulation of a severe wet downburst occurred on 1 August 2015, in Florence, was performed. The downburst
was generated by a fast moving multicellular convective storm and hit the town around 18:30-19:00 LT. Serious
damages occurred in a small part of the city, including one casualty, more than 100 secular trees downed, cars and
buildings damaged by large hail and flying debris. This was the second severe downburst in the area in the last 2
years.
The operational LaMMA modelling chain, based on high resolution (HR) WRF and MOLOCH models with initial
data compatible to timely warn population (namely the 12 UTC of the day before and 00 UTC of the same day),
was unsuccessful in predicting the event in this case.
A number of tests has been performed to investigate if it would be possible to correctly forecast the event using
different approaches (e.g. higher resolution or ensemble techniques). These include a set of deterministic very HR
simulations (about 500m) and very high frequency outputs (5 minutes) with different non-hydrostatic models (i.e.
WRF, MOLOCH and MESO-NH), and a complete ensemble forecast made of 20 members at HR (WRF 3km).
Major findings are: deterministic high resolution runs need to be initialized with the closest initial data set (e.g. 12
UTC of the same day) to reproduce the storm, and very HR (hundreds of meters) and very high output frequency
(10 minutes) are needed to reproduce the timing and the strength of the storm. HR Ensemble simulations (3 km of
horizontal resolution) were not successful in producing significant probability of severe wind gust.
The event predictability with a standard operational forecasting chain, even at high horizontal resolution or ensem-
ble approach, is very low, limiting to the closest initialization and at very high resolution. Models fail in forecasting
the exact location of the maximum downburst area and the exact timing but seem to be able to reproduce the phys-
ical structure of the event.


